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Abstract 

Background: Hallucinations have been linked to failures in metacognitive reflection 

suggesting an association between hallucinations and overestimation of performance 

although the cross-sectional findings are inconsistent. This may relate to the fluctuating 

hallucinatory experiences that are not captured in cross-sectional studies. Ecological 

Momentary Assessment (EMA) captures in-the-moment experiences over time so can 

help identify causal relationships between variables such as the associations between 

metacognition and hallucinatory experience in daily life and overcome problems in 

cross-sectional designs. Methods: Participants (N=41) experiencing daily hallucinations 

completed baseline questionnaires and smartphone surveys 7 times a day for 14 days. 

They were prompted to identify a task they would complete in the next four hours and to 

make metacognitive predictions around the likelihood of completing the task, the 

difficulty of the task, and how well they would complete it (standard of completion). 

Results: 76% finished the 14-days of assessment with an average of 41.5% survey 

completion. Less accurate metacognition was associated with more hallucinations, but 

less accurate likelihood and standard of completion was associated with fewer 

hallucinations. Using a cross-lagged analysis, metacognitive predictions around the 

likelihood of completion (p<.001) and standard of completion (p=.01) predicted 

hallucination intensity at the following timepoint, and metacognitive predictions 

regarding likelihood of completion (p=.02) predicted hallucination control at the following 

timepoint. Discussion: Interventions that aim to improve metacognitive ability in-the-

moment may serve to reduce the intensity and increase the control of hallucinations. 

 

Keywords: Metacognition, Hallucinations, Psychosis, Cognitive-affective processing, 

EMA, ESM, Mobile Health. 
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Hallucinations have been reported to exist on a continuum (van Os et al., 2000) 

from subclinical (fleeting experiences with minimal distress) to clinical experiences 

(experienced at a higher frequency and intensity, which can be distressing and require 

care, Reininghaus et al., 2016). Hallucinations across the continuum have been 

hypothesized to stem from failures in metacognitive processes (Powers, Mathys, & 

Corlett, 2017). Metacognition is the ability to “think about thinking” or the way one thinks 

about one’s experience (Dimaggio, Vanheule, Lysaker, Carcione, & Nicolò, 2009). More 

broadly, metacognition involves forming an integrated representation of oneself, others, 

and the world and using these representations for appraisal of events and behaviors 

(Semerari et al., 2003); it also involves cognitive processes that regulate and monitor 

other cognitive processes (Efklides, 2006). Metacognition is often poor in those who have 

experienced psychosis, and metacognition has been associated with symptom severity, 

poorer functional outcomes, and self-esteem in clinical and non-clinical groups (Wright, 

et al., 2019; Lysaker et al., 2018; McLeod, Gumley, MacBeth, Schwannauer, & Lysaker, 

2014; Palmer, Gilleen, & David, 2015; Cella, Swan, Medin, Reeder, & Wykes, 2014; 

Varese & Bentall, 2011; Rouault et al. 2018). 

Although evaluations of the association between metacognition and hallucinations 

have been carried out (Gawęda et al., 2018; Gaweda, Woodward, Moritz, & Kokoszka, 

2013), they use different metacognition definitions, measures, and samples and have 

produced inconsistent findings. Metacognition is traditionally measured using 

retrospective self-report which is vulnerable to recall bias (Lepage, Sergerie, Pelletier, & 

Harvey, 2007). Metacognition can also change over time either through natural fluctuation 

or in response to interventions (de Jong et al., 2018; O’ Connor, Nelson, Cannon, Yung, 

& Thompson, 2017; Bora et al., 2007). The changes also impact the cross-sectional or 

retrospective assessments in previous studies. 

Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) methodology overcomes the cross-

sectional and retrospective report problem by asking participants to record experiences, 

thoughts, and behaviors in real-time several times a day. Momentary assessments of 

hallucinations are associated with conventional clinical assessments in people with 

schizophrenia (Wright et al., 2021), highlighting their validity. EMA can also test for 
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causality between metacognition and hallucinations, bridging gaps in understanding 

results from cross-sectional and longitudinal studies. 

EMA studies have investigated the frequency, intensity, and distress associated 

with hallucinations (Kimhy et al., 2017) and explored their association with emotions and 

other clinical factors (Van Os, Lataster, Delespaul, Wichers, & Myin-Germeys, 2014; 

Wigman et al., 2013). Few have investigated metacognition in relation to hallucinations 

(Harvey, Pinkham, Depp, & Granholm, 2020; Gard et al., 2014; Edwards et al., 2018) and 

suggest hallucinations and delusions are associated with overestimation of functioning 

(Gohari et al. 2022). None have assessed metacognition in relation to predicting future 

hallucinations which would allow some causal modeling. In addition to assessing the 

acceptability and feasibility of a novel momentary assessment of metacognition, this study 

explored the association between metacognition and hallucinations in people with daily 

hallucinations, across the continuum of psychotic experiences and thus irrespective of 

clinical diagnosis. We hypothesized that poorer momentary metacognitive expectancies 

(e.g., larger discrepancy between predicted and actual measures of the likelihood and 

standard of task completion as well as the difficulty of a task) will be associated with 

presence of a hallucinatory experience. We also hypothesized that when hallucinatory 

experiences were more intense, distressing, of longer duration, negative, and associated 

with a feeling of less control then they would be preceded by poor metacognitive 

expectancies. 

 

METHODS  

Design 

This was a longitudinal EMA study including a baseline assessment of 

questionnaires and 14 days of EMA surveys with 7 surveys per day. The study design 

and analysis plan were pre-registered on https://aspredicted.org/8rc8g.pdf.  

 

Procedure 

All participants provided informed consent. Participants screened to confirm 

eligibility and completed the baseline questionnaires. Participants downloaded 

mindLAMP to their smartphone and entered an access key provided via email. Over 14 

https://aspredicted.org/8rc8g.pdf
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days, participants were prompted 7 times per day to complete EMA surveys and at the 

end of the study completed a questionnaire about their participation experience. 

 

Participants 

Participants were aged between 18 and 65 years of age, experienced 

hallucinations daily (see Appendix A for screening measures), able to read and 

communicate in English, and had daily access to a smartphone. Participants were 

recruited irrespective of diagnosis. Those with organic neurological impairment were 

excluded. Participants were recruited through online advertisement, including 

MoodNetwork online platform, recovery listservs, clinics, and advertising in the 

community. Recruitment information was reviewed by peer consultants with lived 

experience. The study was approved by the Massachusetts General Brigham (MGB) 

Institutional Review Board. Data were collected between July 2020 to March 2021. 

Participants were reimbursed for their involvement. 

Measures 

All data were collected online using HIPAA compliant data management software, 

Partners RedCAP and MindLAMP (Torous et al., 2019). Data on demographics, clinical 

diagnoses, medication, and enrollment in psychiatric services were collected via self-

report. Baseline questionnaires included unusual experiences and metacognition to 

compare assess validity against the momentary metacognition measures. A measure of 

negative symptoms was used as a covariate to control for the reported effects on 

metacognition (McLeod et al., 2014). 

Baseline questionnaires 

Hallucinations & depersonalization 

Multimodal Unusual Sensory Experiences Questionnaire (MUSEQ) (Mitchell, 

Maybery, Russell-smith, et al., 2017) is a 43-item 5-point Likert scale measuring 

anomalous perceptual/sensory experiences on 6 subscales: auditory, visual, smell, taste, 

bodily (e.g., touch or tactile) sensations, and sensed presence. The MUSEQ total score 

is the sum of the subscale scores (0-172) and higher scores represent more prominent 

anomalous experiences.  
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Cardiff anomalous perceptions scale (CAPS) (Bell, Halligan, & Ellis, 2006) is a 32-

item questionnaire assessing anomalous perceptions (yes/no) as well the associated 

distress, intrusiveness, and frequency of those experiences. Four scores are calculated: 

total number of items endorsed (0-32), distress (0-160), intrusiveness (0-160), and 

frequency (0-160). 

Cambridge depersonalization scale (CDS) (trait version) (Sierra & Berrios, 2000) 

is a 29-item scale assessing anomalous self-experiences over the last 6 months, with 4 

subscales: alienation from surroundings, anomalous subjective recall, emotional numbing 

and anomalous body experience (Sierra et al., 2000). Four scores are calculated: number 

of items endorsed (0-29), average frequency (0-4), average duration (1-6), and a total 

score (0-290) with higher scores reflecting more unusual experiences.  

Metacognition 

Metacognitive Self-Assessment Scale (MSAS) (Pedone et al., 2017) is a self-

report questionnaire measuring metacognitive capacity in four domains: i) monitoring, 

identification of feelings and thoughts, ii) differentiation, distinguishing between dreams, 

beliefs or assumptions, iii) integration, reflection on different mental states and rules 

governing them, and iv) decentration, describing the mental state of the other which is 

independent of their own view (Semerari et al., 2012). It has 18 statements rated on a 5-

point Likert scale and the total score ranges from 18-90, with higher scores indicating 

better metacognition.  

The Beck Cognitive Insight Scale (BCIS) (Beck, Baruch, Balter, Steer, & Warman, 

2004). The 9 items self-reflectiveness scale was used (0 to 27), with higher scores 

representing higher self-reflectiveness. 

Covariate 

Negative symptoms: The Self-Evaluation of Negative Symptoms (Dollfus, Mach, 

& Morello, 2016) is a 20-item scale in five subscales: social withdrawal, diminished 

emotional range, avolition, anhedonia, and alogia and the total score is the sum of all 

items with higher scores indicating greater severity. 

Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) 

This study used EMA-based assessment with 7 surveys to complete each day 

(9am-9pm) over 14-days. No additional prompts were provided after the first notification 
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and each survey was open until the next survey was triggered. Voice-hearing studies 

have included up to 10 surveys per day with good completion rates (Hartley, Haddock, 

Vasconcelos Sa, Emsley, & Barrowclough, 2015; Oorschot et al., 2012) and one study 

reported no differences in completion rate between those with and without schizophrenia 

when asked to complete 7 surveys per day for six days (Edwards, Cella, Tarrier, & Wykes, 

2016). 

EMA item development and response format 

State metacognition was assessed before a participant-nominated task was 

completed and then later to discover whether and how much the task had been 

completed. The participant provided an activity to complete over the next 4 hours, and 

asked twice per day about the: (1) likelihood (“How likely is it that you will complete the 

activity” from 1=“Not likely” to 5=“Extremely likely”); (2) difficulty (“How difficult do you 

think the activity will be?” from 1=“Not difficult” to 5=“Extremely difficult”); and (3) the 

standard of completion (“How well do you think you will complete the activity?” from 

1=“Very poorly” to 5=“Very well”). The participant was asked to reflect on their previous 

tasks over the last few hours and answer the same questions on completion, difficulty, 

and standard of completion. Three state metacognition discrepancy scores were 

calculated (likelihood, difficulty, and standard of completion) by subtracting their initial 

pre-task prediction score from their post-task reflection score, and weighted average 

scores were calculated for each participant per day. 

State hallucinations were rated for presence (i.e., Y/N), domain (i.e., Visual, 

touch, smell, taste, auditory), distress (i.e., 5-point Likert: 1= “Not distressing at all” to 5= 

“Extremely distressing”), positive-negative content (i.e., 5-point Likert: 1= “Very positive” 

to 5= “very negative), intensity (i.e., 5-point Likert: 1= “Not intense at all” to 5= “Extremely 

intense”), duration (i.e., 5-point Likert: 1= “Seconds” to 5= “Constant”), and controllability 

(i.e., 5-point Likert: 1= “No control” to 5= “Full control”). 

State mood and self-esteem: 5-point Likert items on happy, sad, self-esteem. 

Further description of the EMA items can be found in Appendix B.  

Qualitative feedback: At the end of the study, participants were asked to 

complete a short questionnaire about their experiences taking part in the study. See 

Appendix C. 
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Analysis plan 

Power for mixed-effect analyses have used a ‘30/30 rule’ (Kreft, 1996) with 30 

participants with at least 30 measurement occasions per participant (Ben-Zeev et al., 

2014). To account for potential attrition, 10 additional participants were recruited. 

Descriptive statistics were computed for drop-out rates and number of surveys 

completed. Variability was examined using intraclass correlation (ICC) which describes 

how strongly units in the same group (e.g., metacognition likelihood) resemble each 

other. Reliability was assessed by comparing metacognition scores from week 1 to 2, 

using a split-week reliability (Hektner, Schmidt, & Csikszentmihalyi, 2007). Convergent 

validity was examined by conducting mixed-effect regression analyses. The models 

were fit with random intercepts at the individual level. State metacognition discrepancy 

scores (likelihood, difficulty, and standard of completion) were the dependent variable, 

and predictors included: time, day, baseline metacognition (MSAS), and their 

interaction. All variables were included in the model and, using backward elimination, 

non-significant terms (p<.05) were removed one-by-one. 

A series of mixed-effects regression analyses with random intercepts at the 

individual level were conducted to examine whether state metacognitive discrepancies 

predicted hallucinations (presence (logistic regression); distress; content; intensity; 

duration; controllability). Predictor variables assessed for inclusion in the final model 

using backward elimination were time, day, state metacognition (likelihood, difficulty, 

and standard of completion), and the interaction between metacognition, time, and day. 

The covariates were state mood, state self-esteem, trait negative symptoms (SNS). 

Models were re-run after removing non-significant predictors. To test whether 

metacognition predicted future hallucinations, time-lagged analyses were conducted 

using the same models, except hallucinations were at time t as the dependent variable 

and metacognition at the previous moment (t-1) was the independent variable. To 

assess differences between individuals who had a diagnosis of psychosis to those 

without a diagnosis, groups were compared on demographic/baseline variables and re-

ran the mixed-effects analyses. Analyses were conducted using SPSS (Version 24) and 

R. 
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RESULTS 

Forty-two participants who experienced hallucinations daily were included in the 

analysis. On the baseline questionnaires, one participant reported “prefer not to answer” 

to most questions. As a result, this participant’s data was not usable, and they were 

removed from the analysis (Final sample n=41). The sample was 54% male with a 

mean age of 31.9 (SD=8.8) years, and most were white (73%), were employed (63%), 

and living independently (81%). A third of the participants (34%) reported having a 

mental health diagnosis, and 71% of those reported schizophrenia diagnosis. (Table 1). 

There were no significant differences in demographic variables nor scores on baseline 

questionnaires between individuals who reported a schizophrenia diagnosis and those 

who did not (p>.05). 

 

[INSERT TABLE 1 HERE]  

 
Psychometric evaluation of momentary metacognition 

Feasibility 

A total of 76% (N=31) of participants completed the 14-day study period, defined 

as completing at least one survey per day over the 14-day duration of the study. Those 

who completed the 14-day EMA period were more likely to be working (74% vs 30%, χ2 

(1, N=41)=6.37, p=.01) and had lower BCIS self-reflectiveness scores (M=15.84 [4.02] 

vs M=19.70 [2.45] respectively; t(25.58)= -3.65, p=.001). No other variables, including 

clinical diagnoses, were associated with completion. The total number of prompted 

surveys was 2253 and total number of answered surveys was 950, which equates to a 

42.2% response rate. The median percentage of surveys completed per participant was 

43.9% (IQR = 32.4% to 63.8%), and the median surveys completed per day was 53.3% 

(IQR = 42.0%-54.9%). Six individuals responded to fewer than 25% of surveys and 

were excluded from the main analyses (Edwards et al, 2018). Participants qualitatively 

reported that the application was easy to download and complete without face-to-face 

contact (see Appendix C). 

Consistency 
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All momentary metacognition measures had high intraclass correlation 

coefficients, suggesting that responses to the same item by different participants are 

similar. Metacognition difficulty had excellent internal consistency (ICC = 0.99), standard 

of completion had very good consistency (ICC = 0.91), and likelihood had moderate 

consistency (ICC = 0.63). 

Split-Week Reliability 

There was no significant difference between week one and two for metacognition 

difficulty, t(1714.47)=1.03, p=.30, nor likelihood, t(1922.27)=1.49, p=.14. Individuals 

were more likely to underestimate the standard of completion in week two (M=-0.02, 

SD=0.50), compared to week one (M=0.07, SD=0.69), t(1489.46)=2.88, p=.004, 

suggesting lower reliability of this item across the two weeks. 

 

Validity: Predicting metacognition across time 

 Metacognition likelihood. For the metacognition likelihood variable, there was a 

significant effect of day (p<.001), BCIS self-reflectiveness scale (p=.01), a significant 

interaction between day and BCIS self-reflectiveness scale (p<.001), and a significant 

interaction between day and MSAS total (p<.001) (Table 2). The interaction between 

day and BCIS self-reflectiveness scale reflected individuals with low self-reflectiveness 

at baseline were more likely to underestimate their likelihood of completing a task 

overtime (Figure 1). The interaction between day and MSAS scale showed that 

individuals with high MSAS scores at baseline were likely to become more accurate in 

their prediction of likelihood of completing a task compared to those with low MSAS 

scores were likely to overestimate their likelihood of completion (Figure 2). 

 
[INSERT TABLE 2 AND FIGURE 1 & 3 HERE] 

 

Metacognition difficulty. For the metacognition difficulty variable, there was a 

significant effect of day (p<.001) and BCIS self-reflectiveness (p<.001), and a significant 

interaction between day and BCIS self-reflectiveness (p<.001) (Table 3). The interaction 

demonstrated that individuals with a low baseline self-reflectiveness were likely to 

overestimate the difficulty of a task compared to those with high baseline BCIS self-
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reflectiveness score who were likely to become more accurate in their prediction of 

difficulty (Figure 3).  

 

[INSERT TABLE 3 AND FIGURE 3 HERE] 

 

Metacognition standard of completion. There were no significant effects nor 

interactions for this variable. 

 

Predicting hallucinations across time 

When respondents reported any hallucination, 29.8% were auditory, 27% were 

tactile, 25.8% were visual, 11.5% were olfactory and 5.9% were gustatory.   

 

Mixed-effects regression model  

No metacognitive variable had a significant effect on hallucination control, 

distress, content, intensity, or duration. 

Hallucination presence. There was a significant effect of time (p=.02), 

metacognition: likelihood (p=.04), standard of completion (p=.001), difficulty (p=.02), and 

negative symptoms (SNS total). (Table 4). Less accurate metacognition difficulty was 

associated with an increase in hallucinations, but less accurate likelihood and standard 

of completion was associated with a decrease in hallucinations.  

 

[INSERT TABLE 4 HERE] 

 

Mixed-effects regression model with cross-lagged approach 

No baseline metacognitive variable had a significant effect on the following 

timepoint for hallucination presence, distress, content, or duration.  

Hallucination intensity. There was a significant effect of day (p<.001), 

metacognition: likelihood (p<.001) and standard of completion (p=.01), sadness 

(p<.001), happiness (p=.02), and negative symptoms (p=.02) for predicting hallucination 

intensity (Table 5). Less accurate metacognition predicted more intense hallucinations. 
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[INSERT TABLE 5 HERE] 

 
Hallucination control. There was a significant effect of day (p=.03), 

metacognition likelihood (p=.02), sadness (p=.01), and self-esteem (p=.01) for 

predicting hallucination control (Table 6). Less accurate metacognition likelihood 

predicted less control over hallucinations.  

 

[INSERT TABLE 6 HERE] 

 

Sensitivity analysis were conducted comparing those with psychosis (N=4 with 

usable EMA data) and those without psychosis. There were no apparent differences 

between the groups, except for those with psychosis who had less accurate 

metacognition (standard of completion) were likely to experience less hallucination 

intensity in the future.  

 

DISCUSSION 

This was the first study to use a novel momentary metacognitive assessment to 

examine its temporal associations with hallucinations. Momentary metacognition 

likelihood and standard of completion predicted hallucination intensity at the following 

timepoint, and momentary metacognition likelihood predicted hallucination control at the 

following timepoint, demonstrating specific predictive associations between 

metacognition and hallucinations in daily life. 

 

Strength of evidence 

Completion of the 14-day study period (76%) was comparable to other EMA 

studies measuring hallucinations (62%-87% [Granholm, Loh, & Swendsen, 2008; So, 

Peters, Swendsen, Garety, & Kapur, 2014]). However, the average number of surveys 

completed (42%) was lower (71%-90% [Kimhy et al., 2017; So, Peters, Swendsen, 

Garety, & Kapur, 2013; Edwards et al., 2018]), but participants were not necessarily 

experiencing daily hallucinations that may have affected their ability to engage with the 

surveys. A lower response could also be due to only providing one prompt per survey, 
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as an EMA study in those with schizophrenia or bipolar reported that adherence to 

surveys was not correlated with the study length but that early nonadherence predicted 

later nonadherence (Jones et al., 2021). Encouraging early engagement through 

reminders and prompts may increase adherence. 

The likelihood and difficulty measures demonstrated good reliability, and validity 

and both metacognition measures were predicted by baseline self-reflectiveness ability. 

This suggests that the EMA surveys were reasonably accurate in their assessment of 

metacognition. 

Those with low baseline BCIS self-reflectiveness were likely to underestimate the 

likelihood of completing a task and overestimate the difficulty of that task over time. 

Participants with low baseline self-reflectiveness believed that the task would be difficult 

and they would not complete it. To improve momentary metacognition, training should 

introduce a feedback mechanism to provide information for the individual to incorporate 

into their beliefs such as the cognitive remediation software, CIRCuiTS (Reeder et al. 

2015). 

Individuals with high baseline metacognition (MSAS) were likely to become more 

accurate in their prediction of difficulty over time, suggesting that those with a higher 

ability to reflect on oneself at a global level were able to apply this ability in-the-moment 

to improve their metacognition. The practice embedded in EMA has an intervention-like 

quality that can encourage reflection on thinking patterns. However, those with low 

scores became less accurate by overpredicting the likelihood of completing a task. This 

contrasts with the interaction between momentary metacognition likelihood and BCIS 

self-reflectiveness. Each baseline measure of metacognition (MSAS and BCIS self-

reflectiveness) may tap different metacognitive constructs (Palmer-Cooper, Mcguire, & 

Wright, 2021), and have nuanced associations with momentary metacognitive 

likelihood. 

The standard of completion measure did not have such robust results as it was 

not associated with validated metacognition measures and performance varied across 

the weeks. While the variation in performance was likely due to the psychometric 

properties, it may also be due to a legitimate change in responding due to exposure. 
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Caution should be taken when interpreting the results of this item and research is 

warranted to understand whether the measure captures its construct. 

 

Hallucinations 

The similar frequency of auditory (30%), visual (26%), and tactile hallucinations 

(27%) reported in this study may be a consequence of the EMA methodology to be able 

to detect more transient hallucinations that may otherwise not be reported, since 

auditory hallucinations are considered the most common hallucination in those with 

schizophrenia (Waters et al., 2014). However, multi-modal hallucinations in non-auditory 

modes are common in those who experience primary auditory hallucinations (Dudley et 

al. 2022), with over 50% reporting hallucinations in other domains (Toh et al., 2019). In 

this study, participants who reported experiencing hallucinations across several 

domains, reported on the most distressing hallucinatory experience. Future 

hallucinations studies should offer the options to select multiple domains to capture the 

variety of experiences. 

Contrary to our hypothesis, individuals who were better able to predict whether 

they would complete a task (metacognition likelihood) and how well they would 

complete it (metacognition standard of completion) reported more hallucinations. 

Individuals with and without a clinical diagnosis were included in this study, such that 

some individuals may experience hallucinations but may be able to interpret them in a 

positive, or meaningful way. Palmer-Cooper, McGuire, & Wright (2021) found that 

healthy individuals who seek unusual experiences (such as Tulpamancy and 

Autonomous Sensory Meridian Response [ASMR]) reported comparable levels of 

metacognition to those without these experiences, and metacognition was also 

associated with unusual experiences. Higher metacognitive awareness may enable 

these individuals to feel less distress when experiencing hallucinations. 

An individual’s inability to accurately predict the likelihood of completing a future 

task or the standard of completion predicted increased hallucination intensity. Thus, 

poorer metacognition has causal effects on whether someone experiences more 

emotionally intense hallucinations, potentially influencing interpretations and maintaining 

hallucinatory experiences. Poorer momentary metacognition likelihood also predicted 
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less hallucination control. Hallucination control is a clinically important construct as the 

impact of hallucinations is affected by the individual’s perception of control over the 

experience (Bell, Raballo, Larøi, & Aleman, 2010). It is also critical for the level of 

distress experienced (Swyer & Powers, 2020) with treatment-seeking individuals with 

voice-hearing experiences reporting less control compared to non-treatment seeking 

individuals (Baumeister, Sedgwick, Howes, & Peters, 2017; Daalman, Weijer, & Blom, 

2010). Brett et al. (2009) proposed that how individuals reflect on their thoughts (such 

as predicting the likelihood of completing a task) and hallucinations may interact with 

control over them, leading to the perception of less control of their thinking and 

experiences. Birchwood and colleagues (2014) conducted a trial using Cognitive 

Behavioral Therapy (CBT) techniques that reduced compliance with commanding 

voices via modifying conviction in beliefs linked to the power/control of a voice 

(Birchwood et al., 2018). CBT incorporates aspects of metacognitive training by 

encouraging the individual to consider alternative perspectives. This act of 

reinterpretation may improve metacognitive function and, thus, hallucination control.  

For both hallucination intensity and control, a time lag between a change in 

metacognitive likelihood and increased hallucination intensity or control demonstrates a 

causal relationship and may be the result of the reinterpretation of the hallucinations 

over time. As this was the first study to examine the momentary association between 

metacognition and hallucinations, our cross-lagged analysis should be replicated to 

confirm the findings and the concept of re-interpretation empirically tested. 

Momentary metacognition did not predict hallucination distress, content, or 

duration, highlighting the specificity of metacognition’s role on hallucinatory 

experiences. Momentary metacognition items were also not associated with trait 

hallucination measure, consistent with cross-sectional studies (Gaweda et al., 2013; 

Moritz, Woodward, & Chen, 2006; Wright, Nelson, Fowler, & Greenwood, 2020), 

supporting the idea that momentary metacognition may not translate to global 

experiences of hallucinations. 

 

Limitations 
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Heterogeneity in diagnoses of participants may have led to heterogeneity in the 

data. When differences were examined between individuals with psychosis and those 

without psychosis, there were no differences in demographic variables nor scores on 

baseline questionnaires and minimal differences in the mixed-effects analyses which 

supported the use of the combined sample. The momentary metacognitive scores were 

averaged across the day due to the nature of the questions asking participants to reflect 

on an earlier activity and to prevent loss of data due to missed surveys. The study 

methodology did not allow for separate analyses of momentary versus cumulative 

judgements of competence, which may be determined by different contextual factors, 

such as time spent alone at home (Gohari et al. 2022). Increasing engagement and 

enabling broader questions on activities will allow for assessment of momentary 

associations.  
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TABLES 

Table 1: Demographic and baseline variables for 41 participants.  

Categorical variables % (N) 

Male (% yes) 54% (22) 

Hispanic (% yes) 20% (8) 

Race  

American Indian or Alaska Native 5% (2) 

Asian 10% (4) 

Black or African American 22% (9) 

White 73% (30) 

Highest education level   

Completed college or higher 56% (23) 

Some college 39% (16) 

High school graduate 5% (2) 

In employment (% yes) 63% (26) 

Full-time employment (% yes) 61% (16) 

Part-time employment (% yes) 39% (10) 

In education (% yes) 17% (7) 

Housing situation  

Independent housing (% yes) 81% (33) 

Supportive housing (% yes) 15% (6) 

Not listed (% yes) 5% (2) 

Health insurance  

Private 37% (15) 

Public 54% (22) 

Uninsured 7% (3) 

Prefer not to answer 2% (1) 

Enrolled in psychiatric services (% yes) 42% (17) 

Medication (% yes) 42% (17) 

Diagnosis (% yes) 34% (14) 
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Schizophrenia or psychosis 

spectrum disorder (%) 

71% (10) 

Bipolar (%) 21% (3) 

PTSD (%) 21% (3) 

OCD (%) 21% (3) 

Autism spectrum disorder (%) 21% (3) 

Continuous variables  Mean (SD); Range 

Age 31.85 (8.83); 19-50 

MUSEQ total (0-172) 92.46 (32.76); 40-157 

MUSEQ auditory (0-28) 20.85 (5.60); 8-28 

MUSEQ visual (0-32) 20.42 (7.60); 7-32 

MUSEQ smell (0-32) 14.46 (8.73); 2-30 

MUSEQ taste (0-32) 11.47 (8.55); 0-29 

MUSEQ bodily senses (0-32) 17.05 (8.66); 0-30 

MUSEQ sensed presence (0-16) 8.58 (4.60); 0-16 

CAPS   

CAPS number of experiences  

endorsed (0-32) 

15.29 (7.91); 5-32 

CAPS distress (0-160) 37.46 (22.08); 8-117 

CAPS distraction (0-160) 40.51 (23.35); 0-103 

CAPS frequency (0-160) 39.24 (23.61); 0-95 

CDS total (0-290) 65.63 (44.08); 5-169 

MSAS total (18-90) 70.30 (14.14); 44-90 

BCIS self-reflectiveness (0-27) 16.78 (4.03); 8-25 

SNS total (0-60) 17.03 (7.56); 3-32 
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Note: PTSD = post-traumatic stress disorder; OCD= obsessive compulsive disorder; MUSEQ= 
Multimodal Unusual Sensory Experiences Questionnaire; CAPS = Cardiff anomalous perceptions scale; 
CDS = Cambridge depersonalization scale; MSAS= Metacognitive Self-Assessment Scale; BCIS= Beck 
Cognitive Insight Scale; SNS = Self-Evaluation of Negative Symptoms. Data were within normal limits of 
skewness and kurtosis, except CAPS distress was positively skewed so we used Spearman correlation 
for CAPS distress.  

 

 

Table 2: Fixed effects from mixed-effect regression model for predicting metacognition 

likelihood.  

Fixed effects Estimate St. Error t-value p value 

Intercept -1.25 0.46 -2.72 .01 
Day 0.08 0.01 5.75 <.001 
BCIS S-R 0.05 0.02 3.03 .01 
MSAS total 0.01 0.01 1.90 .07 
Day*BCIS S-R -0.00 0.00 -3.20 <.001 
Day*MSAS total -0.00 0.00 -5.19 <.001 

NOTE: Bold is significant at p<.05. BCIS S-R=Beck Cognitive Insight Scale self-
reflectiveness subscale. MSAS=Metacognitive Self-Assessment Scale.  
 

Table 3: Fixed effects from mixed-effect regression model for predicting metacognition 

difficulty.  

Fixed effects Estimate St. Error t-value p value 

Intercept -0.65 0.31 -2.11 .04 
Day 0.11 0.02 5.78 <.001 
BCIS S-R 0.06 0.02 3.00 <.001 
Day*BCIS S-R -0.01 0.00 -6.65 <.001 

NOTE: Bold is significant at <.05. BCIS S-R=Beck Cognitive Insight Scale self-
reflectiveness subscale. 
 
Table 4: Fixed effects from mixed-effect regression model for predicting hallucination 

presence.   

Fixed effects Estimate St. Error z-value p value 

Intercept 0.70 0.22 3.20 .001 
Time  -0.09 0.04 -2.37 .02 
Metacognition likelihood -0.31 0.15 -2.04 .04 
Metacognition standard of completion -0.43 0.13 -3.28 .001 
Metacognition difficulty 0.24 0.11 2.26 .02 
SNS total -0.04 0.01 -3.69 <.001 

NOTE: Bold is significant at p<.05. BCIS S-R=Beck Cognitive Insight Scale self-
reflectiveness subscale, SNS=Self-Evaluation of Negative Symptoms. 
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Table 5: Fixed effects from mixed-effect regression model for predicting hallucination 

intensity (T1).  

Fixed effects Estimate St. Error t-value p value 

Intercept 1.30 0.30 4.34 <.001 
Day -0.03 0.01 -2.60 .01 
Metacognition likelihood -0.46 0.15 -3.14 <.001 
Metacognition standard of completion -0.22 0.08 -2.77 .01 
Sadness 0.31 0.05 6.35 <.001 
Happiness 0.13 0.05 2.45 .02 
Negative symptoms 0.03 0.01 2.73 .02 

NOTE: Bold is significant at p<.05 
 

 

 

 

 

Table 6: Fixed effects from mixed-effect regression model for predicting hallucination 

control (T1). 

Fixed effects Estimate St. Error t-value p value 

Intercept 2.27 0.23 9.98 <.001 
Day -0.02 0.01 -2.12 .03 
Metacognition likelihood 0.27 0.11 2.41 .02 
Sadness 0.11 0.04 2.79 .01 
Self-esteem  -0.11 0.04 -2.72 .01 

NOTE: Bold is significant at p<.05. 
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FIGURES 

 
Figure 1: Line graph for two-way interaction for metacognition likelihood discrepancy 
score for day (1-14) and baseline BCIS-SR score (high vs. low). Note: Metacognition 
likelihood discrepancy score below 0 represents under-estimation of likelihood of 
completing a task, whereas a score above 0 suggests over-estimation of likelihood of 
completing a task. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Line graph for two-way interaction for metacognition likelihood discrepancy 
score for day (1-14) and baseline MSAS score (high vs. low). 
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Figure 3: 
Line graph 
for two-
way 

interaction for metacognition difficulty discrepancy score for day (1-14) and baseline 
BCIS-SR score (high vs. low). Note: Metacognition difficulty discrepancy score below 0 
represents under-estimation of the difficulty of a chosen task, whereas a score above 0 
suggests over-estimation of difficulty of a task. 
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